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Interview
Abstract
Anna Rutherford interviewed Chinua Achebe in London on 11 November 1987.
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Chinua Achebe
INTERVIEW

Anna Rutherford interviewed Chinua Achebe in London on 11
November 1987. Achebe's latest novel, Anthills of the Savannah was
nominated for the 1987 Booker Prize.
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Whilst Anthills of the S a v a n n a h is obviously about leadership in an African
country, one senses that you were discussing the issues of leadership in general.

Yes, I think it is leadership everywhere. Certainly in Africa. Certainly in
the Third World but also beyond the Third World to the First World,
because corruption of leadership, tendencies to control, are not limited to
any one part of the world. But specifically it is a book about an African
country; the local habitation of the story is an African country in the
modern world.
I had the feeling that what you were suggesting was that the society reflected the
quality of the leadership; if the leadership was corrupt, the society would also then
turn to corruption — in other words, the negative aspects in the society could be
directly related back to the negative aspects of the leadership.

Yes, I would agree with that, but what I ' m really interested in is how you
could begin to solve this problem. If you're going to do that, you have to
pinpoint the responsibility specifically before you can even begin to break
out of the vicious circle. And it is at the level of the leadership that this
break must occur. Nigeria is made up of a hundred million people and it
is no good saying to a hundred million people: ' W e must all behave
better, we must do better.' You can say that for the sake of completeness
but the ultimate responsibility for getting us out of this bad patch is with
the small group of people who, in one way or another, find themselves in
positions of leadership. They have a special responsibility.
In the scene in the book describing the executions it seems that you are placing responsibility on the people themselves for their blood lust.

Yes, I do that. What I have just said does not mean that I am exonerating
the people. No. The people get the leadership they deserve up to a point.
But this does not exonerate the leadership. The fact that the people are
prone to this kind of behaviour, that they could come to a stage where
they could relish this kind of scene, must make the leadership say to itself,
'Why is this possible? How can this happen? It is wrong. We must do
something about it.' So you find a leader like the editor of the National
Gazette setting himself up to correct the situation. It is people like him who
must initiate the action. It cannot be done by the group on the beach who
are delirious and obscenely happy and enjoying the execution. It must be
done by the few thinking people, call them leaders, call them the élite,
whatever you like, it is this group who must say 'This is not right.'

Do you think it is possible for so few people to change so many?
Yes, I think this has happened all the time in history. History is full of
such instances. I know that some people think that it is not possible, not
feasible. But if you look really seriously at revolutions, you will see that
the great changes in history have been brought about by a handful of
people. It is true also that you might say 'The times were ripe.' And no
one can dispute that either; the two must play a part. But I think the
spark, this little catalyst without which a chemical reaction will not
happen, is vital. This critical element has to be brought in before you can
energise the mixture into action. And this is the role of this leadership: to
create the circumstance in which the people begin to act with awareness.
So if one looks at the ending of Anthills of the Savannah you would say that
whilst things look fairly grim, it is not totally negative.
No, it certainly was not intended to be totally negative. It's grim, it's
very bad, it's almost hopeless, almost, but there is the possibility of a new
beginning. A new dispensation could begin, slowly, patiently, painfully
— it's not going to be a mango trick, it's not going to happen overnight,
it's going to be brought about by a group, by that small company around
Beatrice, that group who have learnt something from their experience.
Experience happens to everybody, but not everybody learns anything
from it. Something can happen to a stone but the stone doesn't become
wiser, but if it happens to a sensitive, sensible, cautious, aware human
being, then it becomes a creative agent. I think this group around
Beatrice has learnt a lot in the course of the story. They have learnt, for
instance, that the little clique that saw themselves as leaders was not big
enough, that it had no perception of incorporating others. You have to
incorporate the taxi drivers, the market women, the peasants, the
workers, the students. You have to broaden out so that when you are
talking you are talking for the people, you are not only talking for a
section or a group interest.
Could we look at what you see the role of women to be in the new African state?
First of all let me say that, looking at the past and the present, I think that
we have been ambivalent, we have been deceitful even, about the role of
the woman. We have sometimes said 'The woman is supreme — mother
is supreme', we have said all kinds of grandiloquent things about
womanhood, but in our practical life the place of the woman has not been

adequate. At the same time I ' m not saying 'This is how it is going to be
from now on' because I am aware of my own limitations. In m a p p i n g out
in detail what w o m a n ' s role is going to be, I a m aware that radical new
thinking is required. T h e quality of compassion and h u m a n e n e s s which
the woman brings to the world generally has not been given enough scope
u p till now to influence the way the world is run. W e have created all
kinds of myths to support the suppression of the w o m a n , and what the
group around Beatrice is saying is that the time has now come to put an
end to that. I ' m saying the w o m a n herself will be in the forefront in
designing what her new role is going to be, with the h u m b l e co-operation
of men. T h e position of Beatrice as sensitive leader of that group is
indicative of what L see as necessary in the transition to the kind of society
which I think we should be aiming to create.
Have you changed your own ideas about what you think the role of women should be
since you wrote Things Fall Apart.^
No, I h a v e n ' t really ... I think the difference is this that Things Fall Apart
is dealing with a past period in our cultural history. This is where we
were at that point in time. Even the novels that deal with the present, that
is No Longer at Ease and A Man of the People were also descriptive of the role
of women frozen in time. In Anthills of the Savannah there is more of
looking into the future, not just for women b u t for society generally; how,
for example, we can use our past creatively. I have always know that
there was some crucial role which women played in times past, of which
our ancestors have kept a memory but which, somehow, we have tried to
suppress. T h e r e are so m a n y folk stories telling you what catastrophe
would be unleashed on the world if women were to get into power that
you know that there is some kind of conspiracy going on; and I was
always aware of that, but until this recent book I did not grapple with it
centrally; that is the main difference. But then you grapple with things
one at a time.
/ was at the 1987 Stockholm Conference for African Writers, and there the women
writers made a series of accusations which I thought were justified.
I wasn't there but I read about it. T h a t kind of thing does not interest me
very much because I think these are women who are dealing with the
problem from the position of the feminist movement in the West and I
think this position is untenable. This is not what I a m talking about, I a m
talking about something which is grounded in our own culture.

something which you can actually derive from looking closely at our own
culture. This culture is actually there and it recognizes the distinction
between man and woman and doesn't aim to abolish it. The culture
never says there is no difference; it says this difference does not authorize
you, the man, to step on the woman, to make woman a second-class
citizen.
It's Elewa, who represents the mass of the people, not Beatrice who bears a child. Are
you indicating that it is through the ordinary people that 'the beautiful ones will be
born '?
Yes, I think this is obvious because the people are the owners of the
country. When you talk about the owner of the country, of the society, it
is the people. They are so many. G o d must love the people, otherwise he
wouldn't have made so many of them. These are the people who matter.
So anything which is not rooted in them is superficial and in the end is
bound to float. The élite are important because they have been given
special training and education and qualifications and their duty is to use
it to initiate the upward movement of the people.
Whilst the book is obviously about leadership, it is also very clearly about the art of
story-telling. Would you like to say something about this?
Yes, the very nature of the story is one of the key issues in this novel. The
way my people traditionally viewed the story, their history, their legends,
is being explored. H o w does the role of the story as the escort of the
people compare with other factors that attend their lives? You have the
story, you have the story-teller, so it is an exploration of the story and the
story-teller and the way in which those who commandeer power would
wish to commandeer history and so would be afraid of story-tellers.
Stories are not harmless, they are not innocent. The budding dictator
would be afraid and quite anxious about the story and the story-teller and
the story-teller could be in deep trouble in such a situation.
The story is toldfrom different points of view. Is this your way of indicating there is
no single or simple solution?
Yes. Actually this is something I have done for quite some time. If you go
back to Arrow of God, for instance, you will see large sections of the story,
almost set pieces, presented from the European side and then from the
African side and you see how different the two stories can be. So I have

used this technique once more in Anthills of the Savannah to indicate that
nothing is simple and that we must not aim for naive simplifications. W e
must accept life with all its complexities and this is where I tend to be a
little impatient of slogans. Slogans are the ultimate in simplification; they
simplify everything so that it becomes one word, or one sentence, or one
party; whereas in fact life is not made that way, you have to have this
variety, this multiplicity, which is both a problem and a beauty. Therein
lies the beauty of the C o m m o n w e a l t h which we were talking about today.
T h e single-minded person can only see one truth, one culture, one
country. Such a person cannot see the beauty of the interaction of
peoples.
This issue relates, then, to the varieties of English, standard English plus pidgin,
which are found in your novel?
Yes, and even more the indigenous languages which, of course, you
cannot represent in a novel which is written in English. But by implication one is again saying that there is this marvellous variety and richness
which is unlimited. Also there is the question of attitude and the question
of respect. If you respect the people, you respect the way they speak and
you report them in their own words. This creates not only greater
credibility but greater richness. I find it surprising that some people, in
this country for instance, are irritated by the use of pidgin. You occasionally hear some kind of irritation in the voice of some of the people.
' O h , this pidgin, I couldn't cope with it, why does he introduce this
problem?' And this is a pity because you know it is refusing to deal with
the complexity of the people's experience and the experience of the
English language in different parts of the world.
If I may come back to the political issue again. Can you see any way out of the
military dictatorships that dominate most of Africa south of the Sahara?
This is something which gives us m u c h anxiety because it has really got to
the stage where it's epidemic. Military regimes will come u p in Country
A because they are there in C o u n t r y B and the soldiers in C o u n t r y C see
their classmates r u n n i n g the show in C o u n t r y A and C o u n t r y B and they
want to do the same in their own country. I think when the military first
appeared in African politics they h a d programmes, they h a d ideas.
Perhaps they were mistaken, perhaps we were mistaken in thinking there
was a possibility that they could solve the problem. T o d a y it has become

so cynical. It's a case of ' O . K . , you've had your turn, now I want my
t u r n ' . W e must really pray and work for the end of this.
The problem, of course, is that the military mind must be the most narrow of all
minds.
Exactly, which means the kind of things we have been talking about, the
need for multiplicity, is something they can't understand. There is a
possibility u n d e r certain circumstances, where you have a society stuck in
the m u d , in corruption, and cannot move either way, forward or back,
that you really need some violent push to get it out of this trap and this
might take the form of a military revolution. But having got it out of this
situation the military must really hand the thing back to discussion and
argument with the possibility of dissent. And they have no inclination to
do this.
But the military mind is not trained to cope with dissent.
I agree, but it is here that I think the people themselves can play a direct
role by making it clear to the military that it is not wanted. W e have seen
in Africa, e.g., the situation where the students in the Sudan rose up and
told the military to go and it went.

